EXCLUSIVE PARTNER PRICING ON SELECT GRANITE COLORS:

$54 PER SQ. FT. INSTALLED

(Granite Shown: Black Pearl Brushed)

CALEDONIA
VENETIAN GOLD
BLACK PEARL
BLACK PEARL (BRUSHED)
COFFEE BROWN

Standard "Eased" edge profile and standard radius on all corners included. Material, template and installation of promotional stones included. Hand selecting your material slabs is an available option at an upcharge. Select standard undermount sink opening and faucet drillings included. Cooktops, slide-in ranges, additional sinks and faucet holes, and outlet cut-outs available at an upcharge. Customer must provide a drawing with measurements and layout for quote. Job site measurement for quotes not included, but available for $50 (applied to final invoice at time of purchase). Countertop support brackets not included. Tear-out of existing tops not included but available at $5/sq. ft. Existing counters MUST be removed before template. Two week turn around from template to install. 20 sq. ft. minimum. See store for details and to see samples of these stone options.
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